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One of the most beautiful formulas in classicalalgebraicnumber theory is the
analytic classnumber formula: The Dedekind zetafunction of an algebraicnumber
field has a simple pole at s : 1 and its residueis given in terms of the classnumber
and the unit regulator of that field. Remarkableabout this result is the fact that
on the one hand side the zeta function, for .Re(s)
Euler product given completelyin terms of the local arithmetic of the field and then
is shown to have a meromorphic continuation to the whole complex plane. On the
other hand, the ideal classgroup and the group of units are genuineinvariants of
the global arithmetic of the field. Thereforethe classnumber formula is somekind
of a highly nontrivial local-to-globatprinciple, or said difierently: The zetafunction
transformsthe relatively simplelocal information it is built out of into a rather deep
knorivledge
about the global arithmetic.
Over the past decadesit beca,meincreasingly clear that this is not a singular
phenomenonbut a manifestationof a generalprinciple in arithmetic. The valuesor
better the leading coefrcientbat integral argumentsof the tr-functions of atgebraic
varietiesovernumberfields seemto be closelyrelated to the global arithmetical geometry of thesevarieties(e.g.,the conjectureof Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer).Beilinson,
in [Bei 1], has developeda completelygeneralconjecturalformalism which connects
the "transcendental"parts of that leading coefficientsto so-calledregulators. These
regulatorsare sophisticatedgeneralizationsof the classicalunit regulator definedby
purely algebraicand geometricalmeans.
The purpose of these Notes is twofold. First and mainly we want to present
Beilinson'sextremelyfascinatingconjecturesin a way which leadsthe readerto their
statementas directly as possible.So we will explain most of the necessaryformalism
only up to the point which is neededfor the statement of the conjectures. (The
reader will find detailed treatments in the subsequentChapters.) The exceptionto
this is the theory of Chern classes.A basicingredientin the definition of the Beilinson
regulatorsis the constructionof Chern classmapsfrom the higher algebraicK-theory

into the Delignecohomology.Sincethis type of constructionmost probably will turn
out to be important in similar situations also (..g., padic .[-functions)our second
purpose is to explain the theory of Chern classesfrom higher K-theory into any
reasonablecohomologytheory in a rather formal and detailed way. Furthermore,
a basic but for the understandingof the conjecturesimportant result concernsthe
behaviour of the Chern classeswith respect to the 7-filtration on K-theory. Since
this, although well-knownto the experts,seemsnot to be containedin the literature
we will include a proof.
It need not to be emphasized,of course,that nbthing in these Notes is original. They are the poor result of the authorts attempt to understandthesebeautiful conjectures. Finally I want to thank the membersof the Arbeitsgemeinschaft
Heidelberg-Mannheim;in a common efiort we managedto go through Beilinson's
paper. I am also grateful to S. Kosarewfor pointing out somestupidities in a first
versionof theseNotes.
$1 Complex "t-functions
Let us'start by briefly looking at the "simplest" exampleof an tr-function: The
Riemann zeta function

( ( r ) , - Ir r l - p -1t

is absolutelyconvergent(and.nonzero)for Re(s) > 1. It has a meromorphiccontinuation and ((t) 't(s12) . n-'/2 has a functional equationwith respectto s r-+1 - s.
Concerningthe valuesat integral argumentswe know that
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We make the following obserrirations:
1) The zerosof ((s) in the regionRe(s) ( 0 are completelydeterminedby the l-factor
in the functional equation.
2) The nalue(Zrtft),(modQ")
at an evenn> Lis a quite elementaryexampleof
a period. On the other hand, the unknownvalues((") for odd n ) 1 are relatedin an
obviousway to the leadingcoefficientsof ((r) at s : L-n. To computethem mod Q "
thereforerequiresprobably a much more sophisticated"period"-construction(usuatly
called"regulator"). (In caseof ((c) this was doneby Borel in [Bor].)
3) In order to determine the multiplicity of ((r) at .e - 0 and s : 1 one need.s
additional information (in this casethat we have a simple pole at s - 1).
In the following we will seethat these obserriationsmost tikety reflect general
principlesin the theory of motivic complex .[-functions. Sincethere is an excellent
reference([Ser] and also [Del]) for the constructionand the expectedanalytic properties of these .[-functions we only will give a short review here. In addition, we are

going to work alwaysover the rational numbers e as basefield. Becauseof the fact
that the restriction of scalarsdoesnot changethe .[-functions this is not really a loss
of generality but it simplifiesthe notation a lot. Our main aim in this Paragraphis
to work out from the expectedfunctional equation quite explicitly what our first observationabovebecomesin the generalcase.Although this will consistin elementary
computationsit is a useful exercisefor beco*iog acquaintedwith somebasic facts
which any conjecturehas to take into account;it also servesas a pieceof motivation
for the introduction of the Deligne cohomologyin the next Paragraph.
Let X7q be a projective smooth variety over e'. We fix an algebraic closure
a/a and put X :: X XO. We alsofix an integeri between0 and 2dimX and we
a
denoteby M (for motive) the farrity of att ith cohomologygroups of X as there are
- the Ladrc cohomology Hi(TrQz), for each prime number l, viewed.
as

car(O/e)_module,

- the de Rham cohomologyHbn(X(A)) of the complexmanifold X(A),
and
- the singularcohomologyäi(X(A), e).
For each prime number p we choosea prime p ofQ abovep and.we let Dn,_resp.
{o' dengtethe correspondingdecomposition,resp. inertia, subgroupin Gat(O/A ).
In the factor group DOIIO we have the arithmetic Fbobeni"r di as a distinguisnea
elementso that we can consider,for eacht * p, the characteristicpolynomiJ
PnQ):- der(l - ö;rr; Hi(T,er)tr)
of the geometric FhobeniusÖ;t on the subspace of. IV ,invariant elements in
H'(TrQr). Obviouslg this polynomial does not dependon the particular choice
of p above p. Furthermore, it is conjectured ([Ser]) that the follo*irg hypothesis
alwaysis fulfilled.
Hypothesis:
(I) Pr(r) has coefficientsin z which are independentof l.
By Deligne'sproof of the Weil conjecturesthis is known to be true if X has good
reduction at p (which is the casefor almost all p). Assuming(I) we then definethe
complex.[-function of M by the Euler product

L(M,s):: I[ro@-")-t
P

which convergesabsolutelyfor Re(s) >> 0. Here is a list of someof the expected
analytic propertiesof L(M,s).
Hypothesis:
(II) The above Euler product convergesabsolutelyfor Re(s) > * 1 (and therefore
i
doesnot nanishin this region);
(m)
!(M,s) has a meromorphiccontinuationto the whole complexplane;the only
possiblepole occursat s i * 1 for evenf;

(ry) L(M,; + r) * o;
(V) L(M,s)' L*(M,s)'(exponential factor) has a functionalequationwith respect
to s r+ i * 1 - s (the precisedefinitionof the archimedeanEuler factor L*(Mrs) is
given below).
If f(s) denotesthe usual l-function we put
Irn(r) ,: rr-"/2 .t1s 1Z) aod fc (r) z: 2..(2o)-" . f(r)

.

The Euler factor L*(M rs) is built out of these f-factors by a rule which involves
the Hodgestructureon the singularcohomologyHt(X$.), A). This Hodgestructure
consistsin the Hodgedecomposition(compare[GH])

Ht(x$.),c): O HPq

ilil'
togetherwith the C-linearinvolution.("o on.H'(X(A),C) inducedby the complex
conjugationon the manifold X(A); one has
F*(H'o)

: HqP .

We put
hPq :- di*C HPq and hP* :: dim6 gn'*Gr)"
where HPP - HP+ @ EP- is the decomposition into eigenspaceswith respect to Foo.
Then L*(M,s) is defined to be
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In the following we alwaysassumethat the aboveHypothesesI-V are fulfilled. Then
it is clear that the location and multiplicity of the zeros of.L(M, s) in the region
1.(t] f ä "t. completelydeterminedbythefoles of the Eulerfacior L'*(M,s). Since
the l-function has (simple) poles preciselyat the nonpositiveintegers0, -i ,-2,...
those zero multiplicities must dependin an elementaryway on the Hodge structure
of.M . In order to state the result in a convenientform we first recall that there is a
canonicalisomorphism

^ar(x(a),
a) - HLn(x(a))
betweensingular and de Rham cohomology(compare [GH]) and that the de Rham
filtration F'EfiR on the right hand side is related to in. goage decompositionon
the left hand sidebv
FoHbn(x(a)) :
@ Ho,o
p')P

Proposition:
The only polesof L*(M, s) occurat integerpoi,ntr.e- m I
I wi,thmultiplici,tyequal
to
di*c Ht6$.), C)(-t)o-' - dim6 F Hbn(X(A))
wheren :: i + L - rn' and the erponent (as alwaysin the followi,ng)d,enotesthe
correspondi,ng
eigenspacewi,threspectto Foo
Proof: The first assertionis obvious.Now, the multiplicity at s - m 1 Uy definition
i
is equal to

r

Trne(ahi,(-1)--i)

if i is odd (even)

r,aSp{s

On the other hand, becauseof Foo(nnt1 - Hqp, we have

di*c Hr(X$.),C)(-t)o-':
F*Urtr+hr,(-l)t--)
and

di-cF'HLn(X(C)):

t

p)i+l-tn

Sincern-L < 12the relationsp 1m-1
get

hPq- f

q)ilL-n

andp*q-

hPq- t

hpq

plrn-!

i imply p 1t

< q. We therefore

di*c F*Hbn(x(A)): f
hps
"i?o-'
If we put
ord"-- L(M,s) :: multiplicity of L(Mrs) at I : rn,
(polesare counJednegatively) then our Hypothesesallow to reformulatethe Proposition in the following way.
Corollary:
For any integerrn S t anil n:: i * L - m we haae
di*c .Ai(X(A), C)(-t)o-' - dim6 F^HLn(X(A))

: I ord"-- L(M,s)

,f m < i ,

I ord":- L(M,s) - ord"--4 1L(M, s) ,f m : t

Corollary:
For any i,ntegerm S max(0,i - dim x) suehthat m
I t *, haae
ord"-- L(M,s) : di*c .Hd(X(A),C;(-t)-

;

furthermore,for odd i the right hanil si,deis equalto l.di*c
therefore'i,seueni,ndependent
of m.
Proof: By assumptionwe havem 1i

Hr6$.),4)

and,

Tt,t: i +L - rrr > min(a,dimX) so that

*d

F' H'rn(X(A)): o

Hq(Xg.),OP): 0

,'*12'
The above Corollary then implies
ord."-- L(M,s) : di*c Ht(X$.),C)(-t)'-'
- di*c Ht6$.), C;(-tl"'
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In the next Paragraph we will see that there is a more "natural" formula for
ord"-- L(M rs) and any integer nz ( f which, like in the last Corollarn computes
this multiplicity as the dimensionof a öertain cohomologygroup.

$2 Deligne cohomology
The de Rham cohomologyHbn6(A)), by definition,is the cohomologyof the
complexof sheavesof holomorphicdifierential forms
-+ O1 -, O2 -* ...
Q' z O7s1C)
on X(C) and the de Rhamfiltration F'Hfin ir inducedby the naivefiltration of this
complex'
,oHLn(x(a)) - image(f/,(o;n) - ä,(o.)) ;
here the map on the right hand sideis derivedfrom the first arrow in the short exact
sequenceof complexes
O>o :
0
OP --+ Qr+r -)
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In addition, we concludefrom the existenceof the Hodgedecompositionthat the hypercohomology
spectralsequence
Hf(X(A),Ot) + E';A(X(A)) degenerates.
Consequently,the map
Er(fr>o) _-_-+
är(o.)
is injective and we get
H, (Q..r) : Hbn(X(A )) I F'
The real DelignecohomologyHb(X rc.,lR(p)) of.X 1q is definedto be the cohomology
of the complex
-* Qp-l --+0
lR(p), : lR(p) - Ox(a) -' Or
where the first arrow simply is the inclusion of the "twisted" constants lR(p) :g A gOxGr. We apparentlyhaveashort exact sequence
(2r"fi)on
of .o*ff.*.t
o:p[-l] ----+IR(p), -* tR(p)0 -----+
0
from which we derive the long exact cohomologysequence

l"u',ffrrä;tflJi"-?:(x(aDtFn-'H:;'(xrc'rR(p))Remark:
Replacing lR by any subring L g lR we get correspondingcohomotogygroups
Hb(Xrc.rA(p)).There is a long exactcohomologyseguence

--+...
- HL(xrc.,A(p))
* Hb(xrc.,
- Hi(x(a),ln..IA)
tR(p))
Examples:

1) Z(t)r--\?lz(1)[-1] - ,o^ t-11 ;
2) For p ) dimX we have

z(p)r:[o

+ OIZ(p)-'or -*

sdimt]+c lz(p)t-11

and consequentby
H*t (X rc.,IR(p))- Hi(X(A ), R(p - 1)).

The abovelong exact cohomologysequencealready indicates that the real Deligne
cohomologyin somesensemeasureshow the natural real structure on the singolat
cohomologyis behaved with respect to the de Rham filtration. And we have to
explorethis a bit further. Let us first recall that this real structure

^Hc(x(a),
R) a : Ht6$.),a)
R

on the singular cohomologyis given by the tR-linearinvolution - on the right hand
side whie.h.is induced by the complex conjugation on the coefficients.On the other
hand, by GAGA the algebraic de Rham cohomology Hbn(-I'lrn) of X/n definesa
real structure

Hbn6rrn)pc- Hba6(a))

on the analytic de Rharn cohomology.The correspondinglR-linearinvolution on the
right hand side which we simply catl the D.R-conjugationis induced by the obvious
complexconjugationon the pair (X(A),O'). We have
-m-HqP.
- The de Rham flltration already is definedover lR.
- Under the canonicalidentificationHbn(X(A)) - H|(X(C), A) (which is induced
by the obviousquasi-isomorphismof complexesC -r O') the Dl?-conjugationon the
left hand side correspondsto Foo on the right hand side ([D.l] Prop.f.a.). For the
following it is useful to definethe real Deligne cohomologyof X7p
Hb(X nn,lR(p)):- Hb(Xla, lR(p;;nR-conjugation
to be the subspaceof elementsinvariant with respect to the D,R-conjugation. We
now are preparedto analyzethe abovelong exact cohomologysequencemore closely.
Lemma:
For i 12p the naturalmap.gt(x(A),R(p)) -

Ebn(x(aDlFo is i,njectiae.

Proof: The involuüion- acts on the left hand side by muttiplication by (-1)o. But
we have
FPnFp:(@
( e H P '' q ) - o H P ' q
-p')P H P ' q ) n
'q2p
p' ,g)p

which is zero becauseof.2p> i.
For f
sequence

0-+ Hi-t(x(a),rR(p))
- HL-/..(x(aDlFo
- Hb(xrc.,tR(p))-+
0
Using the decompositionG - lR(p) O lR(p- 1) we can rewrite this as a short exact
sequence

--+0
0 --+FnE;;(x(a)) * Ei-r(x(a),rR(p-1))-, flb(xta.,tR(p))
Remark:
For i > 2p the groupsHb(X rc.,lR(p)) shouldbe consideredpathological.In fact, in
"absolute Hodge" cohomologygroups
[Bei 2] Beilinson defines
which'coincidewith
theDelignecohomologyintherangef(2pbutvanishforf>
Paragraphwe will say somethingabout the very interestinggroup, n7(Xrc.,2(p)).

For our purposesit is convenientto changethe notation a little bit. We fix onceand
for all an integer

m {

i+t
2

andre put n t- i +L - rn. Passingto invariants with. respectto the D8-conjugation
(: F.") in the above short exact sequencewe derive our basic exact sequence
0 --r F*ELn(xrp) -' äi(x(c),
--+Ef,+r1x1*,tR(z)) --.+o .

(*)

tR(n- 1))(-1)"-1

We i"''"ediatü
realize that our first Corollary in the last paragraph can now be
reformulated in the following more ,,natural" way.
Proposition:

={o'1"=^'-lY,'ldimp.Ei+r(x7p,rR(z))
I ord.=- .t(M, a)

ord,=-.,-1.t (M,s)

*. .i,
iriI ^ :
.
i

But we also want to predict (up to a rational number) the leading coefficient (in a
Taylor seriesexpansion)of.L(Mrs) at s : m. Let us first look at the casewhere we
have a nhonest" value. For rn < i the following conditions a,reequivalent:
i. L*(M rs) has no poles at s : m and g - n ,
ä. L*(Mrs) has no pole al E = rn t

äi. L(M,m)10,
iv. .Ei+r(X7;x,
tR(z)): s .
According to Deligne suc.han integer rn is called critical. Our sequence(*) in that
casebecomesan isomorphism

F Ebn(x1il3.ar1x1C;,IR(rl 1))(-1)'-1
'I[e

now observethat both sidescarry natural rQ-structures: The left hand side by the
algebraic de R.hamcohomolory of X7q and the right hand side by the singular cohomology with coefrcients Q(" - f). TLerefore,the determinant of this isomorphism
calculated in lQ-rational basesdefines a number
cyQn) e tR"/Q "
called the Deligue period of the twigted motive M(rn).
Coqiecüure: (Delignein [De{)
Il m < t is critical we hate L(M,m):

crw(rn)mod Q " .
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Remarks:
1) Deligne actually defineshis period in a slightly difierent way. The computation
which showsthat Deligne'sand Beilinson'sdefinitionslead to the same
feriod is
given in a subsequentChapter of this book.
2)If m 1f is criticalwithm < marc(A,i-dimX) then our secondCorollaryabove
saysthat cu(m): f . Deligne'sconjecturein this caseamounüsto the assertionthat
L(M,nz) is Q -rational.
For generalnc the exact sequence(*) still providesan isomorphism
AmaxF,"
Hbn6l*)

R

AmaxH:;t(Xlrn, tR(rz))
-i

tr*"*H'(x(C), lR(rz- 1))(-1)o-'

betweenthe maximal exteriorpowersof the respectivelR-vectorspaces.Now, Beilinson'sidea how to proceedis the following:
- Showthat the DelignecohomologyH:;'(Xln,lR(n)) carriesa natural
Q-structure,
r ' "r'
too.

- Define the regulator t*t(*)
Q -rationd bäses.

€ tRx/Q" to be the above isomorphism calculated in

- Conjecturethat "u(m) is theleadingcoefficientof L(Mrs) at :
I Tnup to arational
multiple.
Furthermore' his hope is that the Chern classmaps from higher algebraicK-theory
into Deligne cohomologywill provide the required e -structure. In the next two
Paragraphswe will discussin some detail the construction of these Chern classes.
In order to understand why this theory has to come in it is useful to observethe
following two facts:
L) Thereis no "easy" way of getting a Q-structure. In fact, our considerations
which
led to the exact sequence(*) alsoimply that the natural map

H:;'(xlrn, Q(rr)) - HL*t(xl,n,tR(rz))
is surjective.
2) Of course' there also are Chern classmaps from higher K-theory into de Rham
and singular cohomology. But a weight argument showsthat "p"ti from the cycle
map on K0 they are trivial. In contrary to thesetwo cohomologytheoriesthe Deligne
cohomologyis of a transcendentalnature so that we should e*pect highly interesting
Chern classmaps.
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$3 Absolute cohomology
The higher algebraicK-groups of a schemein a natural way break up into pieces
whiel behavevery much like a usual cohomologytheory. trbomthis point of view
the theory of Chern classesthen appearsas a techniqueto construct natural transformations from this "absolute" cohomologyinto any other reasonablecohomology
theory.
In the framework of the *-construction one can define a family of natural operations{{*}*>1 calledthe Adams operationson the K-groups X;(,1) of any affi.ne
schemeSpec(.A).Their most important property is that they inducea decomposition

K;(A)I e :

,90

xli)(ü

wirh

K:i)(.A) :- {r e K;(A)O e, {,k(ü) - ki x for al e > 1} .
See[Hil] or [Kra] or the correspondingChapterin this book.
Remark:
IfI:](Ä) - 0 for f ) L, and Ks(Ä)'"of ä0(Spec(,4),2)inducesan isomorphism
r$o)(a) e Ho(Spec(,{),2).
In order to get Adams operations on the K-groups of our variety X we use the
following facts:
L) There is a torsor p ; W + X for a vector bundle on X which is an affine scheme
([Jou]p.2e7).
2) (Homotopy property) If f , Y + Z is a taithfutly flat morphism whosefibres are
affinespacesthen f. , K'-(z) Z K:V) is an isomorphism(ta"i] p.120).
3) For any regular schemeY we haveK-(Y) - K'*(r) ([e"i] p.116).
We consequentlyhave uo iso*orphism
P* :,K*(X)

g

K-(W)

which we use to transfer the Adams operationsfrom the right to the left hand side.
The result is independentof the particula,r choice of.W z Namely, if W' -> X is a
secondsuch torsor then all morphismsin the cartesiandiagram

w"

I

w'

=+

W

I

--+ X

induceisomorphismsinK-theoryandW,,isaffine,too.Theabsol@
groupsof X now are definedby

Hi(x,au)),_K:})_,(x)

L2

Problem: Is Ei:O

for i < 0?

Beilinsonhopesthat thesegroupsform somekind of universalcohomologytheory for
X. In the samespirit he expectsthat the projections
eh"t z K;(X) +

o

j>0

nx-'(x,
au))

define an universal Chern character.

Remarks:
1) As motirration one should have in mind that, for the complex K-theory of a
compact topological space Y, the classicalChern character induces isomorphisms

([r"])

Kti)(v) = n'i(v,Q) and Kfil(y) = H2i-1(4a) .
2) The groups Hi(Y,a U)) can be definedfor any seÄemeY which is quasi-projective
over a regular schemelthey form a cohomologytheory in the senseof Bloch/Ogus
(see[Sou2 ] or the Chapter on Riemann-Rochin this book).
As a first step towards the wanted Q-structures we will construct in the next
Paragraphnatural maps

Hi(x,a0))-, HL(x/n,
rRu)).
Bloch/Grayson (tBGl) discovered.
that for certain elliptic curves X rc the map
H'o(X,a(2)) A lR * HL(Xln,lR(2)) is not injective. ThereforeBeilinsöoproposes
the following modification of the absolutecohomology.
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Conjecture: (Beilinson)
If xn is a properfl,atmodelof xrc $t alwaysenists!)then
image(K,.(x)se +

K*(x) s a)

is i,ndependent
of the choi,ce
of Xn and is compati,ble
wi,ththe Adarnsopery,tions
anil
theformationof inaerseimageswi,threspectto X
Remark:
i1$e(fl(Z)

* Jf.(X))

i's independent of the choice of a regular proper moilel X/,

of X (if it exi,sts).
Proof: Let Xp and X)= be two regular proper models of X. The Zariski closure
Xji of the diagonalof X t in X x X' again is a proper model of X; the canonical
ö
morphisms
N *X";X'
are proper. Considernow the commutativediagram

K;(x) 4
\

Kr(x,,) =+ Ki(x,,) L
1

"

/

,

Ki@) :

K;(x,)

/

K;(x)
and its counterpart where the roles of ff and X' are exchanged.(The construction
of zr* for an arbitrary proper morphism ?ris carried out in [Gil 2] $4.)
Assumingthat the above Conjectureholds true we define

E|(X,Q(j))2 :- image(Kl
i_;@)s e -* Kzi-;(x) s e + HiiJ, aU)))
whereXlz is any proper flat model of X. Certain conjecturesabout the K-theory in
characteristic) 0 would implS via the localizationsequence,
the followingstatemänts
about the relationbetweenHh(X,aU))z and Hi(X,eU)).
Conjecture:

a)ni$'Q(r))z:Hi(X,aU))erceptfor(i,j)withj<
dimX * 1;

b)Hh6,aU))/Hh(x,QU))2,
for i

x/z;

c) (reformulati,onin the indices 0

!i'(x,Q

("02.- Ef'(xtQ(")) except
if m ) max(o,iJdimx); for m < ; the

di,fferenceonly d,epends
on the bad fibresof X /2.

The following picture might illustrate thesestatements.The large shadowedtriangle
is the rangewheredifferencecan occur;in the smalleronethe difierenceonly depends
on the bad fibres.
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i=2j-t
./

./

./

-'

üi
1'

/-*

dimX+I

2dimx

2dimx + 7

A triviat exampleis

r | ( S p e c ( Q ) , a ( t ) )-z 0 E e " 8 a - ^ H | ( S p e c ( e ) , a ( 1
. ))
*

$a Chern classes
To a la"rgepart this theory is completelyformal and relieson somemanipulations
in the context of simplicial algebra. Let }/ be the categoryof smooth quasi-projective
süemes over somefixed basefield equippedwith the Zariski topology. Aoy schemeY
in V representsa sheafof setsIt, on }/. Let ZYdenote the sheafificationof the presheaf
of free Z-modules overI. FoGny sheafF on V we then haveF(Y) - Ilomy (ZV , f1
and therefore

H* (Y,F) : Exti(ZL, F)
We needa generalizationof this identity for the cohomologyof any simplicial scheme
Y- in V. Similarty as before Y. representsa simplicial sheafof sets Y. on }/. In an
obviousway we get the associatedsimplicial sheafZY. of Z-modules*nicn givesrise
to a (negativecohomologicat)complexof sheaves
NZY. | ... -i ZY_r

...+ ZY_*+l * ...
_.
| {-r)"a"

with VY-n in degree,b. Let D(V) (resp. D+ (y)) be the derivedcategoryof complexes
of abehä sheavelon V (which a,reboundedbeiow).
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Lemma:
H * ( Y . , F ' ) : H o m p l y ) W z Y . , F [ * ] ) / o r a n yF ' e D + ( y ) .
Proof: Without loss of generalitywe can assumethat f is a complexof injective
sheaveson /. An examinationof the proof of Prop.2.4in [Fhi]then showsthat the
cohomologyH*(Y.,F') can be computedfrom the doublecomplex
(Homy,(Z,ft))r,,
But this double complexis equal to the double complex
(Homy(ZYn,ft))r,,t
which, by Yoneda(compare[Har] I.6.4), computesthe groups
Extilyy (NZY.,F') : Homply)WZL., f'[*])
We apply this to the "classifyittg"simplicial scheme
i!n
B.GL, : spec(I"::l
'field

(GLn *L

GLn x GLn

txid

(wherep denotesthe multiplicationmap for the group schemeGL^) and get natural
identifications
H* (B .GLn, F') - Homp<v>(NZWL,,-F' [*])
for any.F' e D+(y). Next we want to passto the limit with respectto n in that
identity. This requires a stability result and is therefore, of course,not a formal
matter.Put B.GL:- lim B.GL^.
Proposition:
The natural homomorphismof complesesof sheaaes
NZB.GLn -

NZ.B.GL

i,sa quasi-isomorphism
in degree) -+.
Proof: Sincewe can checkour assertionstalkwisewe haveto show(use [Mil] II.2.9(d)
and 3.20(a))that
Nz.B .GL.(A) + NvB .GL(A)
is a quasi-isomorphism
in degree) -+
for any local ring ,4.. Now we observe
that these complexesare the standardbar resolutionswhich compute the group
homologyof GL"(A) and GL(A), respectively(compare[Mac]). What we have to
prove thereforeamountsto the statementthat the natural homomorphisms
H p ( GL ^ ( A ) , Z ) -

H k ( GL ( A ) , Z )

are bijective for k S + and any local ring L. This stability result is establishedin
[Kal] Th.4.11or [Sus1] Cor.8.3.
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Corollary:
For any F' e D+ (V) thereis a nt ) L suchthat
Homply)WZB.GLn, F' ) : HomD(y)(NZB.G L, f)

fo,

n ) n'

we now fix a complex.F' € D+(v) and we assumethat, for j
there are given classerrt') e H2i(B.GL*r,r.) which are compatiblewith respectto
GLn-> GLn+r. We haveseenthat theseclassesinducea homomorphism

ci : NZB.GL----+F'lzjl
in D()/). If U - Spec(,A) is an affine schemein }/ passing to globat sections in U
then gives a homomorphism of complexes

ci zNZB.GL(A)-+(NzreL)(u) - r'[zj](u)
(where, for a moment, we again think of.F' being a complex of injective sheaves)
which induces homomorphisms
ci,i i H1(GL(A),Z) *

Hzi-' (U, F')

in cohomology (remember that NZ-B.GL(A) is the standard bar resolution for the
group G L(A)). In order to get maps on K-theory we use the Hurewicz map and the
fact that the *-construction leaves homology invariant. We put
ci,i i K;(A) : r;(BGL(A)+ )

__-.

H|(BGL(A)+,2)

il
Hi(BGL(A),2)

ll
Hi(GL(A),2)
ci,i I
,zi-;(U, F')
for f > 1.
Result:
Aoy compatiblefamily of classes"5") , Hzi(B.GL.,F')
phisms
ei,i 2K;(A) - H2i-'(U,f')
for i ) 1 and any affinescheme(J : Spec(Ä)in V.

inducesnatural homomor-

Remarks:
1) Sincewe hopethat, in an appropriatesetting,the Chernclasses
on higherK-theory
provide Q-structureson cohomologyit seemsworth to note that the Hur ewiczmap
K;(A) 8Q * H{GL(/), Q) is injective(see[MM] App.). Sothe aboveconstruction
doesnot causeany a priori loss of information about the ranks of the K-groups.
2) The aboveconstructionworksin any "reasonable"topology (e.g.,the etaletopology) instead of the Zariski topology. This can be seen either by examining the
argumentsor (at least if the new topology is finer than the Zariski topology) by
applying the "Zariski" constructionto the totat direct image on the Zariski site of
the respectivecomplexof sheaveson the finer site.

L7
In order to proceedwe assumethat the cohomologyof our fixed complexf' has four
particular properties (which are familiar from classicalor etale cohomology).
(I) (Homotopy property) The natural map A|, - Y, for any schemeY in V,
inducesa cohomology
isomorphism
H*(Yr,r') 3 H.(A!,,F').
This property will enableus to extendthe definitionof the maps c;,i to any scheme
in }/.
Lemma:
Any morphism Y -+ Z in V which (Zari,ski) locally is of the form Ai7 ---+U tor
Eornen) 0 (u.9.,if Y is atorsor for aaectorbundleon Z) inducesa cohornology
i s o m o r p h i sH
m* ( Z , F ' ) Z H * ( Y , F ' ) .
Proof: If. f : A' ---+Spec(basefield) denotesthe structure morphism then the homotopy property (I) is equivalentto the assertionthat the canonicalhomomorphism

1r'

- Rf.(f. F')

in D+(U) is an isomorphism. But this statementobviouslyis of a local nature so
that it holds true for any morphism in V which locally is of the form Ai, -> U.
Let now Y be any schemein )r. Jouanolou'slemma ([Jou] p.297)tells us that there
is atorsorp zW -> Y for avector bundleon Y whichis an affinescheme.Because
of the homotopy property we thereforecan definemaps ci,i for Y and i > 1 by the
commutativediagram
K;(W)

"''t

p.l =
K{Y)

-",,r*

'

H2|-;(W,F')

= tp.
,zi-i(Y,F')

The same argument as in the last Paragraph shows that this definition does not
dependon the particular choice of.W .
Remark:
If one is preparedto use more complicatedtechniquesfrom homotopicalalgebraone
can avoid to requirethe homotopyproperty (I). The idea, of course,is to "sheafify"
the above constructionfor affine schemes.Sincethe *-construction BGL(A)+ is
natural in L only up to homotopyit is first necessaryto replaceit by the homotopy
equivalentand truly functorial Bousfield/KancompletionV*B.GL(A). This gives
a simplicial presheafof sets on V and the K-theory turns out to be equal to the
generalizedsheafcohomology

K;(Y):H-'(Y,Z*&GL), for i>L

,

of the associated(pointed) simplicial sheafZ*B.GL
The Hurewiczmap in this
context simply becomesthe natural map of simplicial sheaves
Z*B.GL +VZ*B.GL
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On the other hand, by the acyclicityof the *-construction,we know that the natural
map ZB.G L + ZZ*,B,GL is a weakequivalence.We thereforeget homomorphisms
K;(Y)

+H-"(Y,Z.B.GL)

Finally, we observe that the generalized sheaf cohomology of a simplicial abelian
sheafis equal to the usual hypercohomologyof the corresponding complex of abelian
sheaves:

E-i(y,zEßtr!)_ u-t(y,nzpGtr) for r'> 0 .
See[Gil 1] and [BrG] .
So far our classescj') 6 1|zi(B.GLntF ) were completelyarbitrary. The properties
(ID - 0V) belowwiil enableus to makea specificchoiceof thoseclasses.They simply
axiomatizethe usual procedurefor defining chern cla"eses
of vector bundles so that
we also will get maps (not homomorphisrrs!)on l(s(f).
Commentary:
The technique in the above Remark actually gives maps

tro(y) -

E0(y,z-g.etr) .----E2i(y,F )

for any family of classes"j'). Oo the other hand, the classes"j') a.redeterminedby
those maps: "!') ir the image of the classof the universal rank z vector bundle on
B.GL, wdet the map Ky(B.GL") -- gzi (B.GL^,.F ). So the correct order seems
first to define the maps on Ks which then give classesc!') and therefore maps on the
higher K-groups.
(II) (Product structure) There a^rehomomorphisms
u,f'&F

z

-----.F and e:Z------+f,'

in D+(I) suc.hthat U ie associativeand (graded) commutativewith unit e.
Explanations:
1) For principal ideal domains like Z the derived tensor product ö oirt,
z
and respectsD+()r) (see [God] Th.I.5.5.2 and [Ha.r]II g ).
2) The homomorphismU inducescup-product pairings
Hb(Y.,F)

x
EL(Y.,F)
(x,V)

-----+fl*+t(y,F)
x UA

on the cohomology of a^aysimplicial ectremeL. in 'lr.

on D(tt)
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If we interprete cohomologyclassesas homomorphismsin D(V) then ß U y is given
by the commutativediagram

Nzy.änzv. g

F'lkl&r'W

EZ I ,\/

J,

Nz(Y. x Y.)
diagonal

1

NzY.

y

F'lk+tl

HereE Z denotesthe homotopyequivalencegivenby the theoremof Eilenberg-Zilber.
(m) (Cohomology of projective space) Thereis a homomorphism
özG^t-l]

+JF'

in D+(}/) suchthat, for any schemeY in V and any ?z> 0, the map

i

Ic:o

r . ( ) u €- *, . ö ^s * - 2 k ( Y , F '=) , H * ( P ?, F ' )
rt:o

is an isomorphismwhere r : Pi + Y is the structure morphism and { is the
imageof the canonicalline bundle,i.e.,
H'(P?,O*)
0(L)

5

H'(P?,F')
€

Like the homotopy property this property (III) is of a local nature. Thereforeit
generalizes
to arbitrary projectivebundles.
Proposition:
Let E be a rank n aectorbundleon o simplicialschemeY. in V. Then the map
n-l

I'.(
Ic=O

=,
) u g b ' :I c*: O: s * - 2 k ( y . , F ' ) H * ( p ( q , r ' )

i,san isomorphism;herer zP(E) * Y. is the structur morphisrnol the associ,ated
projecti,ae
bundleand,€s e H2(p@)rF) is the imageunder ö of the canonicalline
bundleon P(E).
Proof: See[Gil 1] Lemma 2.4 (for the definition of a vector bundle on a simplicial
seiemeconsult[Gil 3] Ex. 1.1).
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This result,in particular,givesan identity
€ß+ o*(tr(E))u (ä-t +... * r*(c,(E)) - s
in HZ,(P(E),f') with uniquelydetermined
classes
ei@) e Hzi (Y.,F').
( p , t tc o ( E ) : 1 a n d ci@) - 0 for j > n); they are calledthe Chernclasses
of the
vector bundle "8.
Remark:
For a line bundle E viewed as an element of.Hr(Y.,0")

*. have c{E) - e(E).

In order to get the usual properties for these Chern classes we need a very weak
version of the formalism of Gysin maps.
(ry) (\Meak Gysin property) Let t, : Z -> Y be a closed immersion of pure codimension 1 in V and let lZ) e HL(YrO*) be the classof the divisor Z on If; for
any o e H2" (Yr.F') such that L*o :0 we have

nuö([z]):0
The behaviourof our Chern classeswith respectto short exact sequences,
tensor
products, and exterior powersof vector bundles can now most convenientlybe describedin the following way. Those operationson vector bundlesgive .t(s(f.) the
structureof an augmentedHo(Y.rZ) -.\-algebra (SGA 6 exp. VI Th. 3.3). On the
other hand we put
- 1}
ch(Y.):: H0(Y.,2)x {(cr) €
lI Hzi(y.,F')'ro
j>o

which obviouslyforms an abelian group with respectto the cup-product as addition
(it is suggestiveto think of elementsin the secondfactor as beingpowerseriesin one
variablewith constantcoefficient1). F\rrthermore,using certain universalpolynomials,Ch(Y.) in a natural way can be madeinto an augmentedHo(Y.rZ) -.\-algebra,
too. The interestedreadershouldconsult SGA 6 exp. 0 App. I $3 or exp. V $6 for
the details. The only fact about Ch(Y.) *. needto know in the followingis that the
action of the Adams operationsük, for k > L, on it can be determinedexplicitly.
Lemma:
Forx:

( r , L , ( s i ) ; > t ) e C h ( Y . )a n dk > 1 w e h a a e
, h r * : ( r , L , ( k ir i ) i > t )

Proof: We freely use the notationsof SGA 6 exp. V. The sameargumentas in the
proof of loc.cit. (6.6.1)showsthat we have
, l t r ( t r 1 , . . . r, , t t } r . . . )- ( t r t r . . . r k r r r , 0 , . . . )f o r a l l k r l ) L ;

2L
oneonly has to observethat loc.cit. (6.2.1)implies
,ltr(L,1 * T;) :(t, t + kTi)
- (t,t,0,...) we then alsoget
Sinceobviously,lrk(1,1,0,...)
, , l t r ( 0 1 1 , .f.r.t,t } t . . . )- ( 0 ,t
, . . . r l r t * r , 0.,. . )f o r a l l I > L .
But (Ch(f.))r+t is a Ä-idealaccordingto loc.cit. (6.6.3).Consequently
, b r( 0 , t , ( u ) i > r ) = r l t r ( 0t,t . . . tnr , 0 , . . . )
: ( 0 ,1 , . . .k, L r t , 0 , . . . )
= (0,L,(ki x1)i>r)mod (Ch(y))+,
holds true for all I > l which provesthe assertion.
All the important propertiesof Chern classesnow can be expressedby the following
statement.
Proposition:
The map [E] * (rank E,co@)rc{E),...) induceE
a naturalhomomorphism
c: Ks(Y.)-

Ch(Y.)

of augmentedHo(Y.rZ) - \-algebrvs. Furtherrnore,the family of thesehomomorphi'sms(for all (simplici,al)schemesin V) is uniquelycharacterizedby the fact that
r ( [ E ] ) - ( 1, 1 , ö ( E ) , 0 , . . . )f o r l i n e b u n d l eE
s
Proof: See[Gro 1] $3. The readerwill realizethat the purposeof the weak Gysin
property is to ensurethe validity of the corollaryon p. L42of loc.cit.
In particular, we get natural maps
co,i z Ko(f.) --+

Hzi (Y.,F')

I,El

for j > 0

q@)

It remainsto explain which choiceof classwrj') € H2|(B.GL.,F') we are going
to make. Sincethose classesshouldbe universalin the sensethat their origin does
not dependon the particular cohomologytheory H*(.,f') we are dealingwith, the
obviousidea is to use the map
c: lim Ko(B.GLn) -

lE Cn(B.GLn)

which is provided by the aboveProposition. Indeed,if En, resp. 1', denotesthe
universal,resp. trivial, rank n vector bundle on B.GLn (compare[Gil 1] p. 218)
then we have the element
rr,i: {lU"l - [1"]], e tgl(o (B.GL*)
WedefinetheuniversalCh@e,\*),gzi(B.GL.,f.)by
c ( u ) : { ( 0 ," 3 * ), " \ n ) , . . . ) } ,
The homomorphismscö,ion higher K-groups constructedfrom theseparticular clas(n)

ses c)'"' are called Chern class maps.
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Remark:
The structureof the Ä-ring K0(B.GL") is known explicitly: Let R(G^L,")denotethe
Grothendieckring of rational linear (overthe basefield) representations
of the group
schemeGLn.This is a,\-ring (SGA 6 exp. 0 App. I $2). Furthermore,we havethe
homomorphismof Ä-rings
-+
R(GL")
Ky(B.GL*)
(B.p).lÜ*l
[p z GLn + GL,n] r+
which,in fact, is anisomorphism:A vectorbundleV on B.GLn (up to isomorphism)
is completelydeterminedby the followingdata (compare[Gil g] p. 7lB):
- a trivial vector bundle 0^ on .B1GLn - GLn, and
- an automorphismp of O- suchthat dipo döp-- dip
@n B2GL-).
Obviously,p definesa homomorphismof group schemesp z GLn + GLrn suchthat
[7] : (B.p)"[E*|. Now, let idn: GLn + GLn be the identity representation.We
then have(SGA 6 exp. 0 App. I $2)
n(G L ") - V[\t lid,*],...,Ä, li d-1,^* [id*]-rl
We now have achievedthe constructionof Chern classmaps
ci,i i K;(Y) -

Hzi-'(Y, f')

for i,i > 0 and any schemeY in )r. By definition,they are homomorphismsin case
i > L The abovePropositionon the other hand givesa rather completedescription
of their propertiesin casei - 0. We thereforestill havethe task to determinetheir
behaviourwith respectto the Adamsoperationsand the product on higherK-theory
in casei > L For that purposeit is necessaryto considerall maps which arisefrom
classesin the imageof c simultaneously:We fix an affineschemeU - Spec(,A)in V.
For any a e Ks(B.GL^) and i > 1,j ) 0 let
ci,j(a): T;(BGL.(A)+)

-.
..ElulewlcE

H;(GL*(A),Z)
(o))
J .Er;(c;

"zi_;(U, F.)
denote the homomorphism constructedfrom the classc;(u) e H2i(B.GL^,f ')
b y c ( u ) - ( r a n k 0 t c o ( u )c, r ( r ) , . . . ) .
Lemma:
For a,w e Ky(B.GLn) we halc ci,i(a + u,) : ci,j(r) + ci,i(w)
Proof: (Compare [Gil Ll 2.25) F]om the commutative diagram

Ko(B.GL.)

5

l

I unit section

J

Ko(H;l-z

5

Ch(B.GL^)
I

r

J

ch(l:il

given
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we see that, for j ) 0, the composedhomomorphism

"19
z sl NzB.GL.- r.pil
:.-

secülort

is the zeromap. Passingto cohomologygroupsthis implies that we havecommutative
diagrams
H;(GL^(/) * GL-(A),Z)
diagonal

H i(GL*(A),21d1ry"'H r(BGL*(A)+ x B GL-(A)+,B GL*(A)+ v B G L,(A)+;z)

J

H;(c;r (o)Ucrr, (ur))

Hz(j,+i,,1-tqyI,
F.)
for all positiveintegersi,j',j" > 0 (compare[Dot] u. 12.8). we now make use of
the following two facts from topology:
- For any pointed CW-complex(T, P) there is a commutativediagram
H.(TxT,TVT;Z)
diagonal

f

+

H*(T,P;Z)
diagonal

|

I
\

H*(T AT,P;V)
(see[Dol]V.4.4).
For any topologicalspace T and any i > 1 the composedmap
"t(T)Ho#i"o H {T,z)

A T,z)
ura^,tH;(T

is the zeromap (sincenr(S'A ,Si,Z) : Hr(SrrrZ) : 0).
If we combine these facts with the above diagram we end up with a commutative
diagram
r;(BGL*(A)+)

*gt"o
o \

Hi(GL.(A),2)

J

H;(c|(o)uc;rr(u))
HzU'+i"1-;771,
F.)

ai"so,."t

I r i ( B GL . ( A ) + A B GL n ( A ) + , 2 )
which shows that

H;(ci,(r) u ci,,(w))o Hurewicz- 0 for i, j' , j" > 0
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Consequently we have
c;,i(a * u,) - H ;(cj(, * r)) o Hurewicz
- H;(

"i,@) LJci,,(r)) o Hurewicz

t

'i,li;;;i

- H;(ci(r)) o Hurewicz * H;(ri(r))
: c;,j(a) + c;,i(w)
q.e.d.

o Hurewicz

Next we will see that all the maps ci,i(u) can actually be computed in terms of
the Chern class maps ci,j. First we recall from the above Remark that we have a
canonical isomorphism

n(GL.) 3

Xr(B.GL^)

which we view from now on as an identification. In particular, we will write ci@) and
ci,i(p) for p € R(GL'). According to [Kra] Cor. 3.2 there is a natural homomorphism
of groups

R(GL")

+IBGL.(A)+,BGL(A)+I

wherethe groupstructureon the right handsidecomesfrom the I/-spacestructure
on BGL(/)+.
The image of (the classof) a representationp: GLn -> GL* und.er
this homomorphism is the (pointed) homotopy class of the map

BGL^(A)*

"9*

BGL*(/)+ +

BGL(A)+

Via this homomorphismany p e R(GL,") inducesnatural maps
"t(p) zr;(BGL*(A)+ ) -,

K;(A)

for ? > 1

on homotopygroupswith the property that
n;(p+p')-r{p)+r;(p')
Lemma:
For p e R(GL,) we haaeci,i(p) - ci,j o nr(p).
Proof: Let p first be the classof a "true" representationp z GLn + GLrn We then
have the commutativediagram

r;(BGL*(A)+) 19

KIA)

I

vicz
I Hor"*i""

J

H i(GL*(A),z)

Ht(dlL))

H;(";(p)) \

J
H {G L(A),z)
"/

"zi_t(U, F.)

rri("r("))
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foranyi>Landj
obvious,resp. follows from the naturality of the Chern classeson K0. Sinceany
classin R(GL,n)can be wriütenas a differenceof classesof "true' representations
the
previousLemma implies that, for arbitrary pt we still have a commutativediagram

r;(BGL,(A)+)
";,i (p)

19

K;@)

\

ci,i

"/

Uzi-;(I, F.)

.

Proposition:
F o r i r & > 1 a n dj ) 0 w e h a v ec i , j o r h r : ( t i . c ; , i w h e r e $ kd e n o t etsh e k - t hA d , a m s
operationon K -theory.
Proof: By the homotopyproperty it sufficesto provethe assertionfor an affinescheme
U - Spec(.,) in }/. Accordingto [Kra] gb we have

,ltron K;(A) - q ot$/r(V,a.l-tl,l))
where idn, resp. 1,", denotes the identity, resp. trivial, n -dimensional representation
of-GLn Using the last Lemma and our Lemma about the Adams operations on
Ch(.) we compute

Btr,i (rlrr(lid,.] t1,]))
g$ H;(ci$!k{id.1- tl"l))) o Hurewicz

ci,j o,hr :

-

g\

nr(kt ci(fid*l - [1,])) o Hurewicz

- ki .
: ki ' ci,i

t1"\*)) o Hurewicz
q.e.d.

In the afi.ne casethe product in K-theory can be defined in the following way ([Lod]):
The tensor product representationsidrgid", idrg1", and 1, ged" define continuous

maps
id,8 id",... : BGL,(A)+ x BGL"(/)+ -> BGL,"(A)+
and usingthe.[/-spacestructure of.BGL(A)+ we obtain the homotopyclassof maps
id,8id" -id,81"

-1, I id": BGL,(A)* " BGL"(/)+ + BGL(/)+ .

This homotopy classfactorizesthrough a homotopy classof maps

BGL,(A)+n BGL"(4+ I

aCL(4+

and thos€f.rr,.;are compatiblewith respectto varying r and s and definein the limit
a weak homotopy classof maps
BGL(A)* n BGL(4+ -g BGL@)+
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If we fix firi2
homomorphism
. 2K;,(/) r Ki,(A) + r;(BGL@)+ ^ BGL(A)+) IE)

Kr(A) .

First we haveto seehow this product is behavedwith respectto the Hurewiczmap.
Let @r,"denotethe composedhomomorphism
H ; ( G L , ( A ) " G L" ( A ) , 2 )
8 , , " , H ; , ( G L , ( A ) , 2 ) I H ; , ( GL " ( A ) , 2 ) H;Gd'@''")
- H;(GL(A),z)
H;(GL,"(A),2)
Similarly the direct sum representationid, @ido inducesa homomorphism
( E . , ", H ; , ( G L , ( A ) , 2 ) 8 H ; , ( G L " ( A ) , V ) H-; ("i -d :, ,:@
; -i d-"") '

rt

/

Hi(GL,+"(A),Z)

H;(GL,(/) " GL"(A),Z)

- H ;(GL(A),Z)

Lemma:
The di,agrarn
-;

n6,(BGL,(A)+) I or,(BGL"(A)+ )

K;(A)

HurewiczJ8Hor"*i"o
H;r(GL,(A),2)

g H;r(GL"(A),2)

JHo""ni"u
Ee'r-?!'(Er'a

H;(GL(A),2)

is commutatiae.

Proof: [Sus2] (4.2).
Recallthat u : {[8'] - [1']], € lim Ka(B.GL.).
Lemma:
The diagro,rn
Hi,(GL,(A),2) s H',(GL"(A),2)

%

I t,r(c;r(u))alrrr(c;r(u))
ir$r:iHzit-"(u,F')

H{GL(A),Z)
H;(ci("))J

s H 2 i z - ; z( u , F ' )

g

uzi-;(u,F')

is commutatiae.
Proof: This follows from the fact that the preimageof the universal vector bundle
E'+" under the morphism
B'GL, x B'Gl"idg"

B.GL,a"

is isomorphicto the direct sum bundleWiE' @ prrD" .
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Lemma:
The di,agra,nx
r;,(B G L,(A)+ ) 8 nr, (B G L "(4)+ )

ff#""",,(G L,(A),z) @H;,(GL"(A),2)
'

D('"-

l

At,, I

oci1,jz
)1",r,y,

-

Hi(GL(A),2)
H;(ci(")) I

. E j. H 2 i ' - t r ( U , f ' )

it *iz :

g

S H2iz-ir((1,f.)

Hzi_;(U,F.)

is commutatiae.
Proof: The preimage of the universal vector bundle .8"" under the morphism
B.GL, x B-Gl,idg"

B.GL,"

is isomorphic to the tensor product bundle prLE, g priE".
commutative diagram
H;(GL,(/)

" GL,(A),2)

H;(id''@id")

H;(ci(pria'gpräE'))

H;(GL,"(A),2)

\

Therefore we have the

------+ H1(GL(A),Z)
/

H;(c;(u))

,zi-t(U, F.)
By the theory of the Chern ring C h(.) the Chern classesof a tensorproduct bundle
can be expressedas a polynomialin the Chern classesof the two factors. This leads
to a commutativediagram
H ; , ( GL " ( A ) ,Z ) g H ; , ( GL " ( A ) , 2 )

---+ H;(GL,(/) r GL"(A),2)

oJ
jt*

O

jz:i

H2ir-r'([J,f') S Hziz-;z(U,f.)

H;(ciJtrrl E'@priE"))

i*

Uzi-;(U,F.)

where the homomorphism g is of the form
q-

t

a,Hi,(M,(cr(rr), ...tci("))) I H;,(N,("r(rr),...tcj(")))

with certain rroi*rruf monomi alsMr(Xr,...,X)
and N,(Ytr...rYj) and certain universal integers a, both depending only on r, s, and j. But we already know that

I/*,+r(M(rt(r),..., ci@D) o Hurewicz- 0
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for any monomial M of degree> 1. On the other hand an explicit calculationin the
Chernring (SGA 6 exp. 0 App. I $3) showsthat the monomialXirYi, occursin the
aboveexpressionwith the coefficient
(j - 1)!
r8-

(h-1)!(rr-1)!

Proposition:
For it,iz ) L,i z- ü * iz,j > 0, and s E KhrU e K;, we haae
-(j - 1)!
q,i(a 'y) :
c*'it(t) u ci2'iz(Y)
t
(r, - 1)l(r, -1;1
it*iz:i

Proof: Again by the homotopy property it suffices to treat the affine case. But here
one only has to combine the three Lemmata above. (For different proofs compare
[Sou 1] p. 262-265and [Gil 1] Prop. 2.35.)
In order to bring these results in a particularly nice form we now assume that the
cohomologygroups H*(.rF') of our complex F' arc Q-vector spaces.We then define
the Chern character
j-i(.,
ch: K;(.) -+ o H2
F')
j>0

by
ch::

D
j>1

(-1)j-1
4 / 4 . .

(i-1)!

if i>L

vttJ

(-1)i-1

-

cho,o* s \
/a.ffic0,1

,

if i -0

where

c h o , oK
: o(.)'g Ho(.,2)3

Ho(.,7,')

and

Döo,iti - log(1+ I

i>r
(compare SGA 6 exp.

co,iti)

j>t

v $6.3).

Corollary:
i. For i,j > 0 we haae ch@lj)(.))q H 2 i _ i ( . , f . ) ;
i,i. for h,iz ) 0 and u E K ; t r A e K b we haae
c h ( x . y ) - ch(u) u ch(y)

Takinginto accountthat Adamsoperationsand product on K-theory are compatibte
( [Hil] or [Kra]) *r get a "natural transformation"
R : H ) ( . , Q( * ) )

- H*(, F')

which respectsproductsand which satisfiesthe relation
ch - Ro cha
In particular, this justifiesBeilinson'spoint of view that
of universalobjects.

Hi

and cha are some kind
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Remark:
In the applicationsF'often is a graded complexf'
structure then should be given by homomorphisms

-ig_of'U).

The product

e : v + F ' ( 0 )a n d u : F ' ( j l t g , U i ) * F ' ( j + j ' ) ;
furthermore,the homomorphismö shouldbe of the form ö z G*[-1] + F'(L). The
universalChern classesthen lie in H2i(B.GL.,F'(il) and the Chern classmaps
consequentlyare of the form
ci,i i K{)

-

H2i-t(', 70)

Here is a list of the most important examplesof complexesF' which have the properties(I)-(ry) and thereforegive rise to correspondingChern classmaps:
- F' :- Or the algebraicde Rham complex (in the Zariski topology); here the
basefield has characteristic0; - [Hart].
- F'(i) ,: p?j the j-th tensor power of the sheafof rn-th roots of unity in the
etale topology;her m is prime to the characteristicof the basefield; - [MiU.
- F'U) '- W.n'",,"g[-iJ the "logarithmic part" (in the etale topology) of the de
Rham- Witt complex;herethe basefield is perfectof characteristic) 0; - [Gros].
The homotopyproperty doesnot hold! Similafly,F' :- W.dli, givesrise to the
crystallineChern classmaps.
- F'(i) :_ Kil-i) the sheafification(ir the Zariski topology) of
Quillen's Kgroups;- lcil 1], [She],[Sch].
- F'(j)t- zi[-2j] the complex(in the Zariskitopology)which computesBloch's
higherChowgroups(it is expectedbut not known,at present,to be boundedbelow); - [Blo 3]. Bloch provesthe very remarkablefact that the "natural transfor=
mation"B in this caseinducesisomorphisms
, H*(., zil-Zjl)SQ.
Hi(., a (j))
The exampleof a complex.F' we &re especiallyinterestedin in this paper is the
Deligne complex
Ilere, V is the category of smooth quasi-projective
j\.Z(i)D.
schemesover the field C equipped with the analytic topology. In $2 we defined
the complexesZ(j)o on projectiveschemesin 7. If we take the samedefinition on
any schemeV then thesecomplexesseemto have the properties(II)-(ry) (not the
homotopyproperty) which would suffce for the constructionof Chern classmaps.
But we do not pursue this here sincethere is a secondand much.more important
way to extend the definition of the complexesZ(j)" to all schemesin }/. It involves
the theory of smooth compactificationsby divisors with normal crossingsand the
theory of holomorphicforms with logarithmic singularitiesand is explainedin [Bei 1]
$1or in the Chapteron Delignecohomologyin this book. In this casethe properties
(I)-(ry) are establishedin [Bei 1] $1. Consequentlywe havethe Chern classmaps
ci,i 2K;(.) -

H';-t(., Z(i))
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which induce (as describedabove)a *natural transformation"
R: H\(.,Q(*)) -

Hb(.,Q(*))

For any smooth projective variety X over Q we now definethe regulator map to be
reg : Hi(X,a(*))

--+ H|(X/R, Q(-)) 4

Hb(Xrc., lR(,r,))DR-conjusation

tl
Hb6tn,lR(*))
$5 The conjectures
Now, let X7q be againa projectivesmoothvariety over Q. As beforewe let M
denotethe family of all i-th cohomologygroupsof X for somefixed integer i between
0 and 2dimX. We assumethat the Hypotheses(I)-(V) in $1 are fulfilled so that we
havethe complex.[-function L(M, s) of M with atl its expectedanalytic properties.
Our interestlies in the numbers
ord,-- L(M,s) :- multiplicity of L(M,s) at I : rn,
and
L*(M,m) z: leadingcoefficientof L(M,s) in a Taylor seriesexpansionat s: rn
wheremis an integer< *+t (in the followingwe excludethe centralpoint *:
*
sinceit is somewhatof a difierentnature - but seethe last Paragraph).In $2we have
seenthat
ord"-- L(M,s) : dimp H*t(Xlrn, lR(n))(* ord": * L(M, s))
holdstrue if.m < t(*il; hereagainwe alwaysput n,z:i+L_ Tn.
we have constructeda canonicalisomorphism

Furthermore

AmoxF'Hbn(Xln) I A*"*I/i+t(X/,*,lR(n)) 3
AmaxHi(x(t

), lR(rz 1))(-1)o-'

for any m I $ and have discussed already that the first and the third term carry
an obvious Q -structure. The first conjecture says that the regulator map

res:Hi(X,a(*)) -

Hb(Xlrn,lR(*))

constructed in $4 leads to a Q-structure on the secondterm.
Conjecture I:
For m a *, the regulator rnap induees an isomorphism

HXt(x, Q("))za lR3

nft(x/,*, tR(rz))

We now definethe regulator ,*(*) e lRx/Q " for m 1 t to be the aboveisomorphism calculatedin Q-rational bases.
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Conjecture II:
Form < t, we harse
L*(M,m) = ,*(*)

mod Q *.

In casern,: ; ttre regulator map aloneis not sufficientto induce a Q-structure. It
is easyto seeittat in addition the group
If-(X)

i:

rn-codimensional
cycleson X/e
modulo homologicalequivalence(over Q-)

in a natural way is containedin the correspondingDeligne cohomologygroup: Let

z : N*(x) -

H'ffi(x/R)g H'ffi(X/a): Hr^(x(C),A)

be the cycle map into the de Rham cohomology. It is well-known that we have
z(N*(X))

_cH*,'n n Hr*(X(A ), Q (-))

(compare [Gro 2] (6.14)). Consequently

z(N*(x)) g H'*(x(C), lR(rn;;(-t)and

z(N*(x)) n r-+L H2ffi(x/n) : o
hold true. We thereforeseefrom the exactsequence
(*) in $2that the composedmap

2 : N^(X) 3

H'^(X(A), IR(nz;1t-l)*
-

H'{*'(Xlrn,lR(ra+ 1))

is injective. (Warnin$ Z is not the cycle map into the Deligne cohomology.)
Conjecture III:
For m : * and n - t +! we haae:
a. The rnap, reg and 2 together induce an i,somorphism

(Ht'(x, Q("Dzs IR)o (n*(x) s R) 3 H:;'(xtrn,tR(rz))
;
b. ord,-^L(M,s) : dimqHt' (X, Q("Dz;
c. ([TatL]) ord":nL(M,s) : -rank If-(X);
d. if "u(*) e n*/Q"
L*(M,m) = t*(*)

denotes
theregulator
defined
as beforeby usingparta. then

mod Q ".
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$6 Further hints
In the last Paragraphwe did not discussthe centerrn # of the functional
equation. In that casethe exact sequence(*,) in $2 has to be replacedby the exact
sequence
0 ---+ F* Hbn(Xln) ----+Ht6$),
tR(nz- 1))(-.1)'o-'-, HZ^(X(A), R(rn);(-t)- fr H*,* -> 0

H*t(X/,*,

IR(m))

Sincethe first two terms obviouslyhavethe samelR-dimension
this sequence
breaks
up into two isomorphismsof which the first one
F* Hbn(Xln) 3

nt(X(A ), lR(rn- l))(-l)' zr-r

can be used,as in $2,to definethe Deligneperiodcy(rn) e lR'/Q " (: the determinant calculatedin the obviousQ-rational bases).And, indeed,Deligneconjectures
([Del]$t)that
L(M,m) .r*(*)-r e Q
But, of course,L(M,s) often will vanish at s - rn : #; the functional equation
only can detect the parity of the vanishingorder. In the following we will very briefly
indicate a refinedconjecturewhich was proposedby Beilinson([Bei 1,3]) and Bloch
([Blo 1,2]). We fix an odd i, put ffi-- +, and define
Ch*(X)o t: (na-codimensional
cycleson X cohomologous
to 0 (overQ)
modulo rational equivalence)SQ.
Conjecture:
a. Ch^(X)o hasfinite d,imension;
"height pairi,ng,,
b. there eüsts a natural nondegenerate
<,

)miCH*(X)0

t gpdimx-na*1(X)o -+

lR ;

c. ord"-- L(M,s) : dimq CH^(X)o and
L* (M,m) = cu(m). det < , >- modQ "
If X is an abelian variety and i : rn - L then part a. of the aboveConjectureis the
theoremof Mordell-Weil,part b. is the theory of the Ndron-Tateheight, and part c.
is part of the conjectureof Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer.In [Tat 2] the readermay
find a discussionof this casein which the conjecturalpicture is even more precise
insofar as L* (M ,nz) itself (not only mod Q " ) is predictedin terms of arithmetic
invariants of X. The generalconjecturecertainly is modeledon this case.Beilinson
([Bei 1'3]), Bloch ([Blo 2]), and Gillet/Soul6(tGSl) construct- all three by different
techniques- a natural height pairing for any X which has certain geometricproperties
(conjecturallyit alwaysshould have those). At least the archimedeancomponentof
this pairing is definedfor any X independentof additional assurnptions;we should
indicate that the reasonfor this lies in the fact, which we haveseenabove,that the
canonicalmap Hy(x1q,lR(m)) * H'*(x(a), IR(nz))is injective.
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I also have to keep the promise to say something about the groups
U'f (Xta.,Z(p)) which turn out to be very important but did not play a role in
the previousParagraphs.It is straightforwardthat the exact sequence(*) in $2 in
this context becomesan exact sequence

0 -+ Hzn-1(x(a),2(p))
\r/ff;t(x(aDlq,+ preimageof llPQ in HIv(X(A ),2(p)) +

H!(xrc.,z(p))
0

The middle term appearsas an extensionof the group of Hodgepcycles by the p-th
intermediateJacobianof Griffiths. F\rrthermore,the Cherncharacterinto the middle
term combinesthe usual cyclemap and Griffiths' Abel-Jacobimap (see[Bei 1] $1 or
the Chapteron Delignecohomologyin this book).
Finally I cannot refrain from mentioningthe following extremelyfascinatingline
ofthoughtduetoDeligneandBeilinson.In[Bei2]itisshownthat,forf<
the Deligne cohomologyHb(X nR,lR(j)) can be interpreted as the Yoneda group
Extl(lR,I/i-t(X(A), RU))) ir the categoryof mixed lR-Hodgestructuresover lR.
One may speculatewhether the absolutecohomologyHi(Xraff))
has a similar
interpretation, for i
existing categoryof Q-linear mixed motives over Q . In this light the regulator map
should simply be induced by the functor which associateswith each mixed motive
its realizationas a mixed Hodgestructure. The readerwill find more about this in
the final Chapter by Jannsenin this book.
For additionalhints the readeris advisedto read Soul6'sBourbakiarticle [Sou3].
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